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AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE EOUILIBRIUM:
GROSSULAR + CLINOCHLORE = 3 DtOpStDE + 2 SptNEL + 4H2O
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ABSTRAcT

The equilibrium grossular + clinochlore = 3 diopside
+ 2 spinel * 4 H2O was investigated using cold-seal pres-
sure vessels from 500 to 700"C at 0.5 to 4.0 kbars. Rever-
sals with stable assemblages diopside + spinel or grossu-
lar + clinochlore were dbtained at P-Iconditions far from
the equilibrium. However, aluminous diopside + clino-
chlore were produced at conditions close to the equitbrium
over the entire pressure range. The aluminous diopside is
inferred to b€ metastable. The experimental results from
this study are shown by linear programming to be consis-
tent with both UBCDATA @erman et al. l916a) and the
database ofHelgeson et al. (1978). The diopside formed
was extensively examined by X-ray diffraction, scanning-
electron microscopy and electron microprobe. It contains
up to ll wt.vo A12o3, which can be interpreted in terms
of Ca-Tschermak and Mg-Tschermak substitutions. Natural
diopside found in similar assemblages inferred to have
formed under P-7 conditions similar to the experiments
contains little aluminum.

Keywords: grossular, clinochlore, diopside, spinel, ther-
modynamics, experimental equilibrium, petrology,
m€tamorphism, rodingite.

SOtr,ttrtafnf

Nous avons 6tudi6 l'dquilibre grossulaire + clinochlore
= 3 diopside + 2 spinelle + 4H2O il'aide d'autoclaves
i joint froid entre 5@ et 700oC, d une pression variaut de
0.5 i 4.0 kilobars. Les assemblages stables diopside + spi-
nelle et grossuliaire + clinochlore sont renvers& d des con-
ditions P-76loign6es de l'€quilibre. Toutefois, l'assemblage
diopside alumineuse + clinochlore est form6 i des condi-
tions proches de l'6quilibre, quelle que soit la pression. On
considdre la diopside alumineuse comme 6tant metastable.
Une analyse par programmation lindaire montre que nos
r€sultats op6rimentaux concordent avec labanque de don-
n6es UBCDATA (Berman et al. 1986a) et celle de Helge-
son et al. (1978). On a 6tudi€ la diopside en d6tail par
diffraction & miooscopie €lecnonique d balayage et micro-
sonde €lectronique. Elle contient jusqu'd llVo Al2O3 (en
poids), ce qui peut s'expliquer par une substitution des p6les
Ca-Tschermak et Mg-Tschermak. La diopside des assem-
blages naturels semblables, qui aurait cristallisd i des con-
ditions P-Tsimilaires i celles des exp€riences, contient trbs
peu d'alumininm.

MoB4Mg grossulaire, clinochlore, diopside, spinelle, ther-
modynamique, Quilibre exp€rimental, pdtrologie, m&a-
morphisme, rodingite.

Ir.trRoDUcroN

Thermodynamic calculations of equilibria among
minerals commonly found in metarodingites have
been reported by Rice (1983). In that paper, the sta-
ble p(CO) - p(HzO) topologies relating minerals
were established according to observed parageneses.
Thermodynamic data of Helgeson et al. (1978) were
used to calculate the principal equilibria resulting in
a petrogenetic model in agreement with observed
natural assemblages in both low- and high-pressure
xelTanes.

This study reports experimental work related to
metarodingite equilibra chosen so as to test or
enhance the strength of the UBC database UBC-
DATA. Phases considered in this study are grossu-
lar, clinochlore, diopside, spinel and HrO, in the
system CaO-MgO-AI2O3-SiO2-H2O. These phases
are related through the equilibrium: grossular +
clinochlore : 3 diopside + 2 spinel + 4 HzO
which has been studied and experimental reversibility
demonstrated. Experiments neax the equilibrium
commonly concluded with diopside + clinochlore
instead of either diopside + spinel or grossular *
clinochlore. Mass-balance constraints frour chemo-
graphy and phase proportions suggest this to be
causd by the metastable growth of aluminous
clinopyroxene, a suggestion confirmed by
microprobe analysis.

E)GERIMENTAL PR0CEDURES

All experiments were caried out usi4g standard
cold-seal pressure vessels of either Stellite K-25 or
Rene 4l alloys. Temperature was measured by
sheatled chromel-alumel thermocouples mounted in
an external well. Calibrations of the thermocouples
were made between 400 and .8moc at one
atmosphere for each furnace with specific bomb and
thermocouple. Temperature gradients were less than
I I oC over tle two- to three-centimeter length of the
sample capsule. During the experiments, tempera-
tures were controlled to within tl'C by fully
proportional controllers. Ternp€rature was measured

(Iraduit par la Rddaction)
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daily with a digital thermometer checked occasion-
ally by potentiometer and recorded every half hour
by an automatic data-recording system using an
IBM-XT computer and DAS A/D interface. No sys-
tematic difference in temperature was noticed among
measurements taken with digital thermometer,
potentiometer, or computer. Temperatures reported
here are the averages of the daily measurements. The
total cumulative errors, including calibration, meas-
urement, and variation are estimated to be less than
t50c .

Pressure was measured daily with a Bourdon fube
gauge. If the pressure dropped more than 390 the
expriment was repeated. The pressures reported here
are the averages of daily measurements and are esti-
mated to be precise to within t 20 bars and accurats
to t 40 bars.

Most experiments were performed with two adja-
cent capsules of starting mixtures having different
proportions of low- and high-temperature assem-
blages (80-20 and 20-8090 reactants and products).
The exceptions are those having experimental con-
ditions quite far from equilibrium, whdre only one
capsule was used. For each capsule, approximately
20 mg of starting mixture were sealed with excess dis-
tilled water (30 wt.9o) and leak-tested in an oven at
lmoc. Thirty to sixty minutes were required to heat
the vessels and about five minutes to cool tlem to
below l00oC. Because most of the experiments
showed incomplete reaction, an XRD intensity tech-
nique was used to estimate tle extent and direction
of reaction. Standard curves were made as follows.

Di Q20)
GGd

0 20 50 a0 100

WEIGHT PERCENT DIOPSIDE + SPINEL

Fro. l. Calibration of peak-heigbt ratios from starting
material XRR (80 wt.9o grossular + clinochlore and
?.0 wt.slo diopside + spinel) and XRE (80 wt.9o diop-
side + spinel and 20 wt.9o grossular + clinochlore).
Vertical bars strow one $tandard deviation ofmean from
6 measured ratios.

Mixtures witl different phase proportions were pre-
pared. Each mixture was then used to make six
independent XRD mounts and the intensities meas-
ured. Only the experiments with large ratio changes
(greater than 3090) were considered to have reacted
(Fig. l). The (201) peak of chlorite showed intensity
changes similar to those of (CII), giving us a meas-
ure of confidence that we were not sitnply observ-
ing preferred orientation or progressive recrystalli-
za,tior.

SrenrrNc MergRIALs

All phases considered in this study were syntle-
sized from oxide mixtures. Periclase was prepared
by baking MgO (Fisher Certified Reagent Lot
#741694) for 2.4 hours at 8(D"C and I hour at
1000"C. Cristobalite (SiOr) was made from
SiO2'zH2O by baking at l3moc for Z hours and
recrystallizing for another 24 hours at l2M"C.
Al2O3 was prepared from aluminum chloride
(AlCl3.6H2O) (Fisher Certified Reagent Lot
#429332) by heating in a fume hood using a gas
burner for I hour aud then baking at 650'C for 96
hours. Lime was made from calcium carbonate by
baking at 5ffi"C for Z hours, followed by calcina-
tion at 8([oC for 12 hours.

Each prepared oxide was ground, under alcohol,
in an agate mortar by hand for several hours to make
sure that the grain size was less than I pm for
enhanced reastivi8 during synthesis. The oxide was
then dried in a furnace at ll0oC and stored in a desic-
cator for further use.

SYNTHESIS OF PHASES

All the phases were syntlesized individually on
their theoretical end-member compositions. Spinel
was synthesized at two different conditions: at
l000oc for I hour and 1200'C for Z hours at one
atmosphere, and hydrothermally at 795'C and
1.0 kbar for 12 days. Both syntheses were succ€ss-
ful and spinel synthesized by both methods is iden-
tical with respect to optical properties, XRD, and
SEM. The synthetic spinel typically crystallized as
euhedral crystals, 2 to l0 pm across, with well-
developed (111) and (110) faces (Fig. 2A).

Diopside was synthesized, at 795"C and I kbar 1
P(HzO) for 15 days. The synthetic diopside is sub-
hedral to euhedral, with a grain size of 0.5 x 3 pm
(Fig. 2B). Results of unit-cell parameter refinement
with ll diffraction maxima using the program of
Evans et ul. (1963) are shown in Table l. Also shown
in this table are cell-refiinement results of synthetic
diopside from Nolan & Edgar (1963) and a diopside
standard from JCPDS #ll-654. Table 2 shows cell
parameters of diopside as refined by various authors.

Clinochlore was synthesized at 680oC and 4.0
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EQUILIBRIUM EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

FIc. 2. Electron photomicrographs of erperimental products. A. Euhedrd crystals of synthetic spinel with (l I l) and
Ql0) faces. B. Subhedral to euhedral crystals of synthetic diopside. C. Subhedral crystals of synthetic clinochlore.
D. Close view of synthetic grossular crystals witl some unidentified inclusions. E. Low-temperature stable assem-
blage of clinochlore + gf,ossular. Note the euhedral grossular crystals showing (1 l0) and (l I l) faces. F. GrossuLar
crystal gowing near crystals of spinel which show siens of dissolution during the run (Gr, grossular; Sp, spinel).
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h L l  1 / 1 @  ( a )

ruE l! d-VMs m @[ PMm 0r ffiTIC DIOBTDE rcults of synthetic clinochlore by Chernosky Qnq.
Grossular was synthesized under two different

conditions: at 745"C and I kbar P(H2O) for l?
days, and at 680oC at 4.0 kbar for 21 days. Both
synthesis products contain min61 additional amoun$
of wollastonite estimated to be less than 590 by
volume. The mass-balance implied by this could not
be attributed to unreacted AlzOl h the grossular as
no such inclusions were found in SEM examination.
The extraneous phase was so minor that we consider
the grossular to be of stoichiometric end-member
composition. Synthetic grossular was subhedral to
euhedral and ranged in size from 2 to l0 pm
(Fie. 2D).

Hydrogrossular is common in rodingites, and may
be the most abundant mineral in volcanic rocks
altered to rodingite (Coleman 1966). Hydrogrossu-
lar with formula Ca3AI2(SiOr3_lH4O4L was found
to be the result of a conlinuous solld solutlon
between CarAl2Si3O,2 and Ca3Alr(HoO)3 at low
temperature (Flint et al. l94l). Silica-free
Ca3Al2(HaO), decomposes above approximately
250oC. Yoder (1950) reported that hydrogrossular
is stable only below about 60"C. Shoji (1974) found
that the hydrogen content in the grossular-
hydrogrossular series decreases with increasing tem-
perature and the value of d(420) can be used to deter-
mine the HrO content in hydrogrossular: d(42O)
varies from about 2.650 for grossular, to 2.680 A
for hydrogrossular. The grossrllar synthesized in this
study has a value of 2,il98 A, in good agreement
with the value reported by Shoji (1974) and wirh the
observations of Huckenholz & Fehr (1982). We con-
clude, therefore, that our synthetic grossular has no
hydrogrossular component.

ExpERTMENTAT- RssuLTs

Experimental reversals of the equilibrium grossu-
lar + clinochlore : 3 diopside + 2 spinel -r
4 H2O were made at pressures of 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and
4.0 kbars. The experimental conditions and results
are listed in Table 4 and illustrated in Figure 3.
Experimrnts far from equilibrium achieved complete
reaction (1fr)70 grossular + clinochlore or 10090
diopside + spinel). When experiments were con-
ducted at conditions close to the equilibrium, the
final assemblage was clinochlore + diopside instead
of clinochlore + grossularordiopside + spinel. This
was first found in experiments at 2.0 kbar, and
repeated experiments at 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 4.0 kbar
showed the same results. Thus the reversal brackets
are wider than we would have liked, owing to the
persistence of the assemblage diopside + clinochlore
near the equilibrium boundary.

Special experiments were conducted to tesr
whether the occurrence of diopside + clinochlore
was caused by errors in bulk composition. One
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=
a(A)
b(8)
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F
9(A3)

9.7r5(4)
8.928(6)
s,211<7)
103'52!
439.5r(45)

9.72i(3) 9.16\
8.891(5) 0.926
5.257(5) 3.255
103'58. r05047r
437.13(30) 440.80

(A) . SFthetic salar@ber illop8us e!g$r06 (ot6€n6d)
(f) . Strtbotlc dil.dr dtopst& (csl,61at6d)

(C) . Al-l€rrlq dl4sld€ f@ tu m-3 (obs6M)
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(l) . dOere aldql f,i@ !ll'6rd P&r ttl€, J@Dg (1980)

(8) . &kt@ kcb6@L F@e Mrt06 Btdtd f@ nerel Pdsr 816,
J@6 (1980)

kbars for 2l days. Synthetic clinochlore is platy and
fine grained, with its size ranging from I to 4 pm
(Fig. 2C), and is similar in appearance to the chlo-
rite of Cho & Fawcett (1986). The results of cell-
parameter refinement using a silicon internal stan-
dard are listed in Table 3 along with refinement

400 500 600 7oo
TEMPERATURE, OC

Ftc. 3. Equilibrium curve for grossular + clinochlore =
3 {opside + 2 spinel + 4H2O. Calculated with
PTSYSTEM using phase properties from UBCDATA
database and the experimental brackets of this studv.
Triangles: assemblage grossular + clinochlore inoeased
at t}re expense of diopside + spinel. Diamonds: assem-
blage diopside + spinel increased at the expense of gros-
sular + clinochlore. Squares: metastable assemblag"
aluminous diopside + clinochlore.
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IAILE 2: ctsLL PABAUETERS 0f 9YIITBBTIC AND nAniBAL DIopSIDE
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Sarples Bef,eFuce a (a) b (A) c ( A )  B  v ( A 3 )

Stnthetic BltstEh, et al. (1969)

SFtbetlc Preert 6tudy
SysthEttc CLarL, et EL. (L962)

9nthetlc Saeata, (1957)

syntbetlc UoLa! and Edgar, (1963)

ldaturaMmmtha!, (1966)

Natural clark, et a1. (1969)

luu Dlop Xhls study
gyo. CaTs ot@ra et 41. (1974)

9.752(2' 8.926(2)
9.754(4) 8.927(5)
9 .745(1)  8 .925(1)
9.743 8.923
9.748 4.924
9.754(L4) 8.916(8)
9.746(4) 8.899(5)
9.725(4' 8.891(5)
9.609 a.652

5.246(2) 105"50' 439.58(15)

5.246(7) LO5"52t 439.51(45)
5 .248(1)  105"52,
5.25L 105'56r
5.25L LO5"47t 439.5
5 .24(9)  105049 l
5 .251(6)  105 '39 '  438.6
5 .260(5)  105o55 '  437.13(31)
5.274 106"3i 421.35

experimental product (XRR-3) containing only diop-
side + clinochlore w:rs used as new starting material.
Relative proportions of diopside and clinochlore
were estimated accordrng to XRD peak intensities
and appropriate amounts of spinel and grossular
were then added to the mixture for a 1:l ratio of
product and reactani and ground under alcohol for
2 hours. This experiment (XR-20, 552 hrs, 2kbars,
600"C) was converted to 100V0 diopside + clino-
chlore (see Table 4).

1A3IA 3: d-VALUBS AtrD CtsLL PARAITSTBRS OF SYNTIBIXC CHLoB.I!E

(r) (r) Q)
h k 1 d(calc) d(obe) 1(/100) d(obq)

Ten synthesis experiments were made to test the
role of bulk composition. New mixes of oxides were
prepared as starting materials for the compositions
shown in Figure 4. Two sets of conditions were used
for the special synthesis runs (see Table 4,
XRBULKI-,10). All concluded with either diopside
+ clinochlore or the low-temperature assemblage
grossular + clinochlore. One run (XRBulk4)
showed three unidentified peaks in the XRD pat-
tgrns.

1A8LB 4, SX}ETIilEI1AL RESITS

Eeerl6nral results for ttE oqutllbrl@
GrGsular + cltochlore - 3 DtoPstde + 2 SPttu1 + 4 E2o

h n t P(bar) 1("c) Ilrratl@ l€sdla

(3 )
d(obs)
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o 2 0
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T r  r
0 2 1
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o 2 2
l t 2
0 0 4
0 0 5
1 1 4
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2 o Z
2 0 1

0 0 6
2  o V

0 0 7
2 0 4
2  0 6
2 0 5
0 0 8
2 0 7
2 0 6
2  o E
0 6 0

0 6 3
1 r . 9
0 0 1 0
3 3 3
2 0 8

L4.299
7.L49
4.766
4.609
4.581

4.347

4.77L

14.132
7.L35
4.757

::
4.752

::"
4.500
4.344

3.462

3.56t
2.842

2.653
2.579
2.534
2.437
2.380
2.258

3.474
3.682
3.575
2.860
2.642
2.655
2.542
2.541
2.440
2.383
2.26L
2.07L
2.04X
2.008
1.889
1.830
1.787

1.669

1.536
x.502

r..430
1.411
t.402

3.517
2.860

4.588
4.493
4.373
4.242
3.883
3.674
3.572
2.864
2.691
2.656
2.584
2.540
2.44L
2.385
2.260

60

5.324(t) 5.317(1)
9.224(3) 9.192(2'

14.420(5' 14.319<2)
9706r (1r )  9708 ' (1 r )
702.69 695.83

xBt-l 2000
B.B-1 2000
xxB-2 2000
:38-2 2@0
t8r-3 2@0
tBr-3 2000
8Xr-4 2@0
r3B-4 2@O
x8a-5 2@0
tnE-5 . 2@0
rBB-7 2@0
r8a-7 2000
lra-6 1000
xr.8-6 l@0
lrr-9 1@0
ss-9 !000
xra-10 1@0
BA-10 1000
TRf,.8 5@
ttB-8
:t8-11
138-11
xBB-l7
&a-17
si-14
tGB-l8
Br'19
EE.'.9
to-13.
lB-L4t
tB-z0
lBlolL-l
lBiqll,-3
&3olk-5
XrAu&-7
ll&rlL-9
B,BslL-2
lBlqlL-4
lBloll-6
n&rlk-E
tRldlL-10

678 384(hF)
525 336
627 360
566 504
601 552
601 552
580 588
580 588
561 552
561 552
570 576
570 576
560 600
560 600
520 3E4
520 384
581 720
58! 720
502 840
502 E40
540 672
540 672
560 648
560 64E
600 600
600 600
640 672
640 672
600 672
570 672
600 552
590 LL52
590 1152
590 LL52
590 rl52
590 Lr52
530 1152
530 1152
530 Lr52
530 1152
530 1152

l(PZ Dt + 8p
802 C! + qltBo
@i.trlt Dt + gp ' E .@! C1ltro
no r@ctld
Dt + CU@
Dl + Sp otable
@l.nlt Dt + Cllto' 6lnol Ct
Dl + gp Etable
Cb + clho stable
c! + cllno gld 409
Gr + qllno atable
@L!ly Dl + C1ttro' dl@! C!
ao otrldB l@ctloE
Cr + gltno gloa
802 Ci + CltBo
60U Gr + qlbo
Dl + Sp gld
Dl + CLloo
100t cr + c1l.no
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5@
500
5@
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4@0
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r@0
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1@O
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a( A)
XA)
c( A)

t (43)

5.320(X)
9 .218(X)

r4.109<2'
9705r (1 ' )
7OL.26(L6'

( I )  Synthet lc clhochlore fr@ thls study. l tgsAl2Sf30t0(08)s
(2) $tnth6ttc cllnochlore fr@ Ct!6n@ky' (L974).
(3) Syrthetlc chLorttE f,r@ ltcPhstl' ilgq. 75A.X2.5s12. ?s0 10(08) s

(1985)
i* PsaL lBteslty @re thatr Loo !e@@L16d.

. 8$s rlth otartlng @terkl ol 50 nU rosctet 6nd 50 dZ Plod@t
AlL othe8 boga! rlth 2Ho ard 80-20 or'*!to3.
f,o&tl@ psogsss sstl@t€al ft@ llD lnt€@ltl$' ed gEu 

!
rBB - 2OZ (Di + Sp) 802 (G!r + Clldo) (stolcb. Dlops.)
IEB - 80i (Dt + 8p) 202 (er + gtlno) (gtotch. D1op8.)
nlol}' - r|s me aFtlEed of, long duratlotr, f!@ oxl.alBs.
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Diop

FIc. 4. Starting bulk compositions for experiments
XRBulk-l to XRBulk-I0. Solid lines within the trian-
gle are the tie-lines for tle stoichiometric reaction; their
intersection represents the bulk composition for the
balanced reaction.

These result$ suggest that nonstoichiometric
behavior may occur in one or more of the phases.
Spinel is the only phase that may not exhibit solid
solution in the chemical system studied.

Ca-Mg-Al stoichiometry of grossulor

Grossular was treated as stoichiometric
CarAl2SirOp although pyrope-grossular solution
can be complete at very high lsmpspalure and pres-
sure. The mixing properties of grossular-pyrope solid
solution have been discussed by variow authors: e.g.,
Chinner et al. Q96A), Saxena (1968), Boyd (1970),
Wilken (1977), Ganguly & Kennedy (1974), Hensen
et al. (1975). At 29 kbars and l250oc, 4 semplete
range of solid solution can be crystallized (Yoder &
Chinner 1960), but at l0 kbars water pressure and
950oC, only garnets within the narrow range Grr*-
GreaPy6 are stable. The synthetic grossular in this
study is anhydrous and stoichiometric as shown from
the value ot d(420).

Chlorite stoichiometry

Changes in chlorite composition with increasing
pressure were reported by Fawcett & Yoder (1966)
and more recently by Jenkins & Chernosky (1986)
and Cho & Fawcett (1986). It was concluded that the
composition of chlorite coexisting with other phases
varies with pressure, lesoming more aluminous at
higher pressure. McPhail (1985) detected no shift in
the basal peaks of chlorite coexisting with forsterite
and spinel. Chernosky (194) and Jenkins & Cher-
nosky (1986) showed that clinochlore from differ-
ent temperatures and pressures show no nonstoichio-

metric phenomena. In this study, the same
observation that basal peak positions do not shift
indicates that clinochlore in this study has the com-
position Mg5Al2Si3O1e(OH)s throughout the course
of the experiments.

Diopside stoichiometry

Chemographic and mass-balance considerations
coupled witl observations ofphase proportions have
been cited above as widence tlat the diopside formed
during equilibration experiments may contain alu-
minum. These possibilities have been pursued by cal-
culation from existing thermodynamic data and by
direct analysis. Briefly, existing experimental and
thermodynamic data indicate that the clinopyroxene
in our experiments should be pure diopside, whereas
the chemographic relations and direct microprobe
analysis of the diopside grains indicate the reverse.

Thermodynamic evidence

Existing data on aluminum in clinopyroxene indi-
cate mostly that high Al content is the result of high
pressure. In this section we calculate from existing
thermodynamic models what composition of
clinopyroxeire we would expect under our experimen-
tal conditions. We conclude that the pyroxene should
be almost pure end-member diopside.

Wood & Holloway (1984) have discussed the solid
solution of pyroxenes and thefu mixing properties.
In the four-component system CaO-MgO-AlrOr-
SiO2, orthopyroxene compositions can be
represented in the ternary CaMgSirOu, MgzSrzOe
and MgAl2SiO6. Clinopyroxene compositions may
readily be represented by the compositions
CaMgSi2O6, Mg2Si2O5 and CaAl2SiO6.

Using the Margules parameters from Wood &
Holloway (1984), thermodynamic calculation was
made of the equilibrium grossular + clinochlore :
3 diopside + 2 spinel + 4 H2O considering solid
solution along the joins orthopyroxene
CaMgSi2O6-MgrSirOu, and clinopyroxene
CaMgSip6-Mg2Si2O6-CaAl2SiO6. The program
TIIERIAK by C. Decapitani (pers. comm.) was used
for the calculation. This program is a free-energy
minimization algorithm that accepts UBCDATA
thermodynamic parameters, including Margules
parameters for solid solutions, and computeS'the
proportions and compositions of all coexisting
phases for a gwen bulk composition at any chosen
pressure and temperature. The reaction was exa-
mined, allowing for solid solution in pyroxene as out-
lined above. This resulted in determining the
equilibrium temperatures to be 583'C and 558oC at
2000 bars and 1000 bars, respectively. These temper-
atures are almost identical to those found from the
calculation without considering solid solution in
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pyroxenes. On the low-temperature side, the com-
positions obtained are the ideal stoichiometric for-
mulae for grossular and clinochlore. The mine1fl
assemblage for the high-temperature side consists of
clinopyroxene and spinel. Composition of
clinopyroxene depends on temperature and pressure,
but diopside is the main component of the pyrox-
ene, comprising more than 98 mol9o. The activity
of the Di-component is more thrn 0.96. The remain-
ing 2 mol9o are made up of clinoenstatite and Ca-
Tschermak. We conclude that all existing ther-
modynamic data imply that the equilibrium pyrox-
ene should be nearly pure diopside, with very little
aluminum.

The synthetic stoichiometric end-member diopside
was very well crystallized, with fak positions and
intensities comparable with standard diopside. Cell-
parameter refinements were made witl eleven peaks
using tle progran of Evans et al. (1963) (see Table l;
A,B,E). These were done on equilibrated diopside
to trace any variation of composition. The products
usually contain four phases (owing to incomplete
reaction), which results in manypeak overlaps. Con-
sequently, only seven peaks could be measured pre-
cisely for cell refinement (see Table l; C,D:) The
results show that the cell parameters of the diopside
produced arewell within the range between diopside
and Ca-Tschermak pyroxene as reported by Clark
et al. (1962) (see Table I,D. XRD is thus inadequate
to detect the compositional variation which has been
deduced to be present.

Scanning electron microscopy

AII examinations were carried out usinga SEMCO
Nanolab-7 scanning electron microscope with Kevex
E.D.S. operated at 15 kV at a working distance of
l5-l8mm. Samples were ultrasonically dispersed,
mounted on polished graphite stubs, and coated with
carbon or gold depending on whether composition
or morphology was being studied.

The synthetic end-member diopside grains are
euhedral to subhedral prismatic crystals. Although
the EDS was not us€d for quantitative analysis, the
following fatures may be noted. The chemical spec-
tra @ig. 5) show that the diopside is very uniform
in composition with all grains having very similax
sptra. The peak ratios of Mg/Si and CalSi are very
similar from one grain to another and no Al peak
is visible.

Diopside from equilibration experiments was easily
identified by crystal shape, morphology, and chem-
ical analysis on the basis of results on end-member
synthetic diopside. Grains of diopside at least 4 ,rm
apart from other grains of any phase were chosen
for chemical exarnination. It was found that if any
other phase lay within 4 pm of the diopside, its chem-
ical spectrum would show tle effects of the neigh-

0.48 KEV 5.60 KEV
Frc. 5. Scanning electron microscope E.D.S. chemical

specha of synthetic end-member diopside and diopside
produced near the equilibrium boundary; (15 kv acceler-
ating voltage).

bor. The cheinical sp€ctra show clearly that some
diopside grains contain aluminum. A reproducible
aluminum peak was obtained from most of these
erains (Fig. 5).

Electron-microprobe analysis

Samples were prepared for microprobe analysis
using graphite stubs of 0.25-inch diarneter on which
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the charge was dispersed and carbon-coated to a
thickness of 25 nm. An A.R.L. SEMe microprobe
was used, with specimen current at 40 nA on alumi-
num at an accelerating potential of 15 kV with a
300 pm aperture. Counting time for both back-
ground and peak was l0 seconds. Analyses using the
minimrtF size beam wsre unsatisfactory because of
Na loss in standardizgtion on jadeite, and beam
instability on the small grains available. A small
raster of about 2 pm was successfully used.

Oxides determined in the analyses were AlrOr,
SiOr, CaO and MgO. Standardization was made on
synthetic phases of similar size and shape to the
unknown. Synthetic end-member jadeite prepared at
2! kbars and 6@oC, and synthetic end-member diop-
side were used as standards. Because the grains of
synthetic standard minerals and run-products were
all very small (lcs than the X-ray excitation volume),
the shape and the size of the grains selected were very
important f,actors in achieving good analyses. To
reduce the effect of grain size and orientation, grains
of ,similar shape, orientation and size were chosen.
Both standard and unknown mineral grains had to
be well separated from gther grelqs. Even with all
prec4utions weight-percent totals vary from less than
8090 to more than 12090. Results are given in
Table 5. Pure end-member diopside is close to the
theoretical composition, lending some confidence to
the technique.

No dlfferences were noticed from data obtained
on different days. Table 5 shows the duplicate ana-
lyses of standard synthetic end-member diopside in
which the same grain was analyzed repeatedly.

Oxides were normalized to a pyroxene formula using
12 orygen atoms. Table 5 shows the analyses of diop.
sides from different run-products. Al2O, in run-
product clinopyroxene varies from 0.3 to 0.7 per for-
mula unit, whereas the diopside standard has none.

The presence of aluminum and the deficiencies of
magnesium and calcium in clinopyroxene indicate
that the solution can be described by a Tschermak
substitution. If only Ca-Tschermak substituted for
diopside then calcium should not change from a
value of 1.0 atom per formula unit, and Mg and Si
would decrease as aluminum increases. The deficien-
cies in both magnesium and calcium suggest that sub-
stitutions involve both Ca-Tschermak and Mg-
Tschermak.

In an attempt to see more clearly the relations
between elements, all possible pairs of elements were
plotted against one another. Of these, the following
pairs showed scatter without any convincing trend
(Al-Ca, Al-Mg, Ca-Si, Mg-Si, Ca-Mg). In Figure
6 are plotted Al-Si and Al-(Ca+Me), which show
well-defined trends. Theoretically, if an experiment
reached equilibrium at a particular pressure and tem-
perature and the analytical errors could be elimi-
nated, all the analyses should plot at one point. The
differences in composition seen here are certainly
beyond analytical error, and can be attributed either
to various mixtures of diopside and Al-rich pyrox-
ene or to a range of nonequilibrium solid solutions.
Although the data for aluminum and silicon vary
from one analysis to another, the plot of Nversus
Si (Fig. 6) shows that the data can be well fitted by
a linear equation. Also shown in the Figure is the
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Ftc. 6. The relation between Al and (Ca + Mg) atoms per formula unit (eft) and between Al and Si (right) in diopside

produced in equilibration experiments (micropobe data). The sraight line in the righrhand plot iithe theoretical
relation between Al and Si for a Tschermak-type subsitution.
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line of theoretical variation that would result from
perfect Tschermak's substitution.

The question arises as to the relative proportion
of Ca-Tschermak and Mg-Tschermak molecule sub-
stitution. All the oxides have been partitioned and
balanced betweqr the components Ca-Tschermak,
Mg-Tschermak, and diopside. The analytical data
show that the average calcium deficienry may be
slightly greater than that of maenesium. If real, this
could be caused by more Mg-Tschermak than Ca-
Tschermak substituting for diopside.

It has been reported (Gasparik & Lindsley 1980)
that aluminous pyfoxenes are very difficult to
equilibrate and.,may f6rrs inhs6ogeneous crystals
because of the slow diffusion of aluminum. It would
not be surprising, according to theii results, to find
an aluminum-free center of diopside seed-crystals
with an aluminum-rich clinopyroxene overgrowth.
Fujii (1977) found that, in homogenization experi-
ments at 16 kbars and 1100 to l375oC, the pyrox-
ene grains werte not completely equilibrated. Large
grains were cored by compositions close to that of
the starting material, but the small grains were similiar
to the rims of large $ains. 6hfos,rgh an examina-
tion of such zoned grains was impossible in the
present study because of the small gain size, zona-
tion may be,the reason for the variation of alumi-
num content. '

Evidence from natural ossemblages

Clinopyroxene compositions from rodingite have
been reported by Bell et al. (Lgll), Challis (1965),
Frost (1975), Evans et al. (1979), Wares & Martin
(1980), and Rawson (1984, J.M. Rice, pers. comm.).
Rawson (1984), studying rodingites from the north-
central Klamath Mountains, California (P : 5 to
7 kbars), found that clinopyroxene in rodingite is a
complex but dilute solid solution of Mg, Mn, Fe and
Al in diopside. Ca contents range from 0.931 to 0.993
cations per formula unit. Mg contents range between
0.94 and 0;81 per formula unit. Tschermak's sub-
stitution of aluminum, ferric iron, and titanium
appears to increase with metamorphic grade. Alu-
minum is the only caiion substituting in the tetra-
hedral site in these pyroxenes. The average value of
AI2O3 is about2 to 3 wt.Vo. Wares & Martin (1980)
reported small amounts of aluminumin clinopyrox-
ene from rodingite. It seems clear that dicipside from
natural rodingites metirmorphosed under conditions
similar to those in the experiments reported here con-
tains much:less aluminum than the experimentally
produced diopsides.

TmnvooyNavlc'PROPERTIES

;Critically-limiting experimental results were
selected for the purpose ef sonsfiaining sets of ASo,
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Frc. 7. The upper (#l) and thf ,lower (#2) limits of possi
ble equilibrium curves derived from linear programming
analysis of the new experimental results without refdf-;
ence to otler constraining daia. The heavy solid curve
is the equilibrium calculated using PTSYSTEM and
LIBCDATA, and the heavy dashed curve is calculated
using tle database of Helgeson et al. (1978).
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FIc.8. The equilibrium curve displaced by various

amounts ofsolid solution in diopside. The heavy dashed
line is tlre equilibrium wit! diopside activity of 0.98 as
calculated with program TI{ERIAK. The curve at
highest temperature is ttre equilibrium calculated with
stoichiometric phases of unit activity, and the low-
temperaJure curve wascalculated with diopside activity
of 0.8 correponding to the analyzed composition of
the aluminous diopside.

(298, I bar) and AFlo, (298, 1 bar). These data were
analyzed by linear prograrnming @erman et al,
1986b). Linear programming solutions to problems
of this kind can result from optimizing some objec-
tive function, which may be any linear combination
of the tlermodynamic properties of the phases. For
example, one may find the maximum e1 minimum
of the S" and A.Ef7 of any phase, or the A.to, and
Nf , of the reaction. The limits on A,So, and Ailoy
for the reaction that are consistent with the exp€ri-
ments are listed in Table 7.

Both types of constraints are illustrated in Table 7.
In one, the properties of the other reacting phase
were held con$ant and the S" and 4.6[". of clino-
chlore were both maximized and minimiled. In the
other, the A's for the entire reaction were maximized
and minimized while maintaining consistency with
the new experiments. The nelr experiments are con-
sistent with UBCDATA (table Q and with rhe data
of Helgeson el al. (198\, and do not narrow those
limits for clinochlore.

The reaction curves were calculated and plotted
using programs from Perkins et al. (1987) (Fig. Z)
using these two sets of ASor (298, I bar) and AIl"p
(298, I bar) values. Also shown are the equilibriuni
calculated with coefficients from UBCDATA

(Table O and the curve calculated by Rice (1983)
usrng tle database of Hdgeson et al. (1y78). Figure 7
indicates that the experimental results fromthis study
are consistent with UBCDATA and ttre database of
Helgeson et al. (1978).

Diopside activity ond displaced equilibrium

Inthereaction: grossular * clinochlore = 3 diop-
side + 2 spinel + 4 H2O, the equilibrium will be
displaced from the pure end-member reaction if any
phase is not a pure end-member. The experimental
evidence is that all phases are of end-member com-
position except diopside produced by reaction with
spinel, clinochlore and grossular. The substitution
of Al in diopside reduces the free energy of diop-
side by an amount Apru, where

Alroi, = RT ln 4DiCPt

in which dpiQ' is the activity of diopside in
clinopyroxene. This reduction in free energy ofdiop-
side component would be expected to stabilize the
high-temperature assemblage, displacing the
"equilibrium" curye to lower temperature. We have
calculated the position of the equilibrium curve with
P-Tsystem and UBCDATA with different diopside
activities as shown in Figure 8. The displacement of
equilibrium curves with different diopside activity
values is significant. Equilibrium temperature
decreases as the diopside activity values decrease.

The equilibrium curve with diopside activity value
of 0.96 which is derived from tle calculation using
program TIIERIAK is also shown in Figure 8. Diop
side activity in clinopyroxene from experiments has
been calculated from ao,cP' = Caz* 1M21 *
M*+(Ml) as Si (7) is not independent of N Ml
and M2) assuming ,d,42 is filled by Ca and Al is
equally distributed between Ml arrd l(see Table 5),
Because the aluminum values vary rather widely, the
diopside activities also vary. The average value,
however, is close to 0.8. In Figure 8, it may be seen
that a diopside activity of 0.8 should displace the
equilibrium to lower temperature from the stoichio-
metric equilibrium curve (18'C at 10@ bars and
?iC at 2000 bars).

The position of tle equilibrium displaced as it
should be by aluminum in diopside is still within the
brackets of reversals obtained in the equilibration
experiments, so that we are unable to use the pre-
cise location ofa displaced equilibrium curve to con-
firm or deny the presence of a contaminant in the
diopside.

We tentatively explain the formation of tle Al-
baring diopside in the experiments as follows. First,
we assumethat the existing thermodynamic data and
data from natural assemblage reflwt the equilibrium
condition, and that the stable clinopyroxe.ne is almost
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pure diopside. This requires tlat the synthetic
alnminous diopside coexisting with spinel and
clinochlore be metastable and thus have a higher free
energy than pure diopside (see Fie. 9).

We can only suppose that the Al-bearing diopside
is formed during the reaction that breaks down
clinochlore plus grossular. Either the tetrahedral
groups of the clinochlore are not destroyed in the
process or tle aluminum is derived from the des-
troyed grossular. The lack of tetrahedral aluminum
in grossular suggests clinochlore as the source, which
would result in 3a 'inhssif6d'tetrahedral-Al content
of the new clinopyroxene, which, though metastable,
ls more stable tlan the alternative low-temperature
assemblage of grossular + clinochlore. However,
chlorite remaids and grossular is reduced, favoring
grossular as the source.

At the lowest temperatures (l in Fig. 9) and at the
highest temperatures (4 in Fig. 9) the assemblages
found experimentally would be unambiguous and
would contain stoichiometric phases. However, at
intermediate temperatures just above the true
equilibrium, where kinetics ale slow, metastable Al-
rich diopside would form first and would persist,
producing the observed relations.

Because of the very small grain sizes and the insen-
sitivity of the clinopyroxene cell parameters to Al
content, \re are unable to prove that this explana-
tion is correct, but it seems consistent nrith all of our
data and with the data of others.

CoNcLUsIoNs

Experimental results show that the low-
temperature assemblage grossular + clinochlore is
stable below 5O2 C ar 500 bars, 520 C at 1000 bars,
56loC at 2@0 bars, and 600"C at 4@0 bars. The
high-temperature assemblage diopside + spinel is
stable at temperatures higher than 560oC at 500 bars,
58loCat l0Obars, and627"Cat2.W bars. Between
these brackets tJrere is a pressure-temperature regton
in which the metastable assemblage aluminous diop-
side + clinochlore seems always to be found.

Didpside from the experimental assemblage diop-
side + clinochlore was proven to contain aluminum
and is interpreted to be consistent with Tschermak
substitution. Aluminum content varies greatly from
one analysis to another. Zonation of aluminum in
diopside is probably the main cause for this varia-
tion, although no zonation could be seen with SEM,
microprobe, or optical microscope.

Theoretical thermodynamic prediction of the
equilibrium allowing for solid solution in pyroxene
indicates that diopside should be the dominant com-
ponent, s5 high as 98 mol9o. Ca-Tschermak molecule
and clinoenstatite should make up the remaining
2 molt/0. Activity of diopside in the pyroxene thus
should be very close to 1.0. The average of diopside

Diopside Spinel

Frc. 9. Diagrammatic sketch of free-energy relations to
explain the occurence of metastable aluminous diop-
side. The composition axis is taken along the diopside-
spinel join, and the total free energy of the grossular
+ chlorite assemblage is shown as a piercing point at
the stoichiometry of the balanced reaction. Points l,
2, 3, and 4 represent the free energy of Gr + Cl rela-
tive to Di + Sp + HrO at successively highsl 1s6ter-
atues. (l) Low-temperature assemblage most stable.
(2) Low-temperatue assemblage more stable than
metastable Di6.s + Sp but less stable than Di1.o + Sp.
(3) Low-temperature assemblage more stable than
aluminous diopside solid solution but less stable than
any diopside-rich clinopyroxene + Sp. (4) Low-
temperatue assemblage less stablethan either aluminous
diopside solid solution or any linear combination of
dropsidic pyroxene and spinel.

activities calculated from microprobe analyses,
however, is about 0.8, which should lower the
equilibrium temperature about 20oC from the cal-
culated stoichiometric equilibrium. This calculated
displacement is still within the experimentally
reversed brackets. We infer that the Al-bearing diop-
side in a central 'zone of uncertainty' is metastable,
and has derived its tetrahedral Al from the
clinochlore- and grossular-bearing reactant assem-
blage.
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